
A simple, fun & engaging 
board game to play with 
your family & friends that 
teaches about the safety 
measures against Corona 
Virus while celebrating the 
spirit of Unity & 
Team-work

The Final design provides 
familiarity by taking 
elements from the widely 
popular game- Ludo while 
retaining the uniqueness 
by introducing elements 
like Help, change of states 
& more
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This Board Game is designed for family considering the elements of 
simplicity and easy to learn. The game should closely resemble the real 
world’s conditions during the corona crisis and present it in an interesting 
way e.g Social Distancing, Face Masks, Corona Warriors etc

Should represent the Contribution of the CORONA WARRIORS for 
their dedication & selfless service towards mankind. The game should 
reflect the values learnt from them like Team work, support etc

The game should provide an interesting way for the parents to teach 
their children about the safety precautions one should take in 
protecting against the Corona Virus but at the same time should 
appeal to adults in an unique way

VIDHAANCOCOVID-19

COVID-19 or Corona 
Virus Disease 2019 is 
the official Virus 
name by WHO

VIDHAAN

VIDHAAN comes 
from Sanskrit 
Scripture, an Ancient 
Indian Language 
which means Rules & 
Regulations

COVIDHAAN is a 
Borad game that 
explains the Safety 
precautions to 
protect against 
Corona Virus in a fun 
& engaging way

UNDERSTANDING

Help, Collaboration, Support, Team work, Patience, 
Unity, togetherness 

Core Values

Fun, Interesting, Patience, Competitiveness, Eagerness, 
Hope, Educating, Simple, Strategic, Thrill

Fun & Positive emotions

Unfortunate, Unpredicted, Safety, Precaution, Care, 
Prevention, Struggle

Corona emotions

Defeat Others, Rivalry, Kill Pieces, Win at the cost of 
others, Selfishness

Negative excluded emotions

NEGATIVE

CORE

CORONA

CHEERFUL
After identifying the 
emotions around the 
Corona Crisis. An 
Emotion Model was 
structured on which 
COVIDHAAN game 
was built



Inspiration 
Sketches

Concept 
Variations

Game 
Elements

Ideation on 
Rules

IDEATION

PROTOTYPES  TESTINGStarting with Paper Sketching of the Board to Full size Printing Improved while playing with my family


